**Objective:** To determine the impact of multidisciplinary interventions on hospital admission and mortality in heart failure.

**Design:** Systematic review. Thirteen databases were searched and reference lists from included trials and related reviews were checked. Trial authors were contacted if further information was required.

**Setting:** Randomised controlled trials conducted in both hospital and community settings.

**Patients:** Trials were included if all, or a defined subgroup of patients, had a diagnosis of heart failure.

**Interventions:** Multidisciplinary interventions were defined as those in which heart failure management was the responsibility of a multidisciplinary team including medical input plus one or more of the following: specialist nurse, pharmacist, dietitian, or social worker. Interventions were separated into four mutually exclusive groups: provision of home visits; home physiological monitoring or televideo link; telephone follow up but no home visits; and hospital or clinic interventions alone. Pharmaceutical and exercise based interventions were excluded.

**Main outcome measures:** All cause hospital admission, all cause mortality, and heart failure hospital admission.

**Results:** 74 trials were identified, of which 30 contained relevant data for inclusion in meta-analyses. Multidisciplinary interventions reduced all cause admission (relative risk (RR) 0.87, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.79 to 0.95, p = 0.002), although significant heterogeneity was found (p = 0.002). All cause mortality was also reduced (RR 0.79, 95% CI 0.69 to 0.92, p = 0.002) as was heart failure admission (RR 0.70, 95% CI 0.61 to 0.81, p < 0.001). These results varied little with sensitivity analyses.

**Conclusion:** Multidisciplinary interventions for heart failure reduce both hospital admission and all cause mortality. The most effective interventions were delivered at least partly in the home.

**METHODS**

**Data sources**

The search strategy identified research on patients with congestive heart failure that tested multidisciplinary interventions and reported outcomes of admission, mortality, or quality of life. Multidisciplinary interventions were identified by a broad range of search terms and medical subject headings: home care services, patient or health education, community health nursing, patient care planning, through videophone technology. Telephone follow up allows hospital advice to be re-enforced and promotes continuity of care but, although less time consuming, it is also less personal than a home visit or telemonitoring.

The objective of this systematic review of all available randomised controlled trials was to determine the impact of multidisciplinary interventions on hospital admission and mortality in patients with heart failure. Multidisciplinary interventions were defined as those in which management was the responsibility of a multidisciplinary team that included medical input plus one or more of the following: a specialist nurse, a pharmacist, a health educator, a dietitian, or a social worker. Trials of drugs, pacemakers, mechanical appliances, and exercise-alone interventions were excluded.

**Abbreviations:** ACE, angiotensin converting enzyme; AMED, Allied and Complementary Medicine; CI, confidence interval; CINAHL, Cumulative index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature; COACH, coordinating study evaluating outcomes of advising and counselling in heart failure; DARE, Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects; NHS, National Health Service; TEN-HMS, Trans-European Network initiative–homecare management system study.
pharmaceutical services, and telemonitoring. This search was developed with reference to the indexing of previously identified studies. The following electronic databases were searched from their inception to 1 June 2004: Medline, Embase, Cumulative index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), Allied and Complementary Medicine (AMED), Cochrane Controlled Trials Register, the Cochrane Effective Practice and Organization of Care Study Registry, Biomed, the TRIP Database, Meta-Register of Current Controlled Trials, Research Findings Electronic Register, NHS Research Register, the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, and the Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE). Reference lists of all included articles and relevant review articles were searched. There were no language restrictions.

**Study selection**

One of three investigators (JB, RH, and EL) reviewed all titles retrieved by the literature search. Titles needed to appear potentially relevant to the study area. Two investigators (JB and RH) independently assessed abstracts against three criteria to determine, firstly, that the study was a randomised controlled trial; secondly, that a defined group of patients were identified as having heart failure; and thirdly, that the intervention was non-pharmaceutical and non-exercise based. Interventions needed to be applied to patients and not focus solely on changing physician management. Trials incorporating exercise advice among a range of other heart failure issues were included. Multidisciplinary interventions were nurse led programmes, medication review, medication adherence interventions, patient education, or enhanced monitoring. Studies could be carried out in any setting (hospital, clinic, home, etc). Full papers were retrieved if one or both investigators considered the abstract suitable. The two investigators then independently assessed retrieved studies for their suitability for inclusion in the meta-analysis. Differences were resolved by discussion with reference to a third reviewer (IH) if necessary.

**Data extraction**

Data were extracted (JB, RH, IH, EL) on to an electronic database based on a previously piloted data extraction form. Extracted data were type of participants, intervention details, outcomes, and trial quality characteristics.

**Classification of interventions**

Two researchers (JS and LH), who were blinded to all trial results, independently classified trial interventions and then agreed their decisions jointly. Studies were classified into one or more of the following definitions:

1. One or more planned intervention visits in the patient's home by a health care professional to educate or improve patient self management (this excludes visits to take blood samples, set up physiological monitoring, or carry out interventions such as wound care)
2. Videophone use or any form of home physiological monitoring
3. One or more planned telephone calls to the patient at home
4. Educational or symptom self management mailings to the patient's home address
5. No planned intervention home visits; instead, intervention was provided during hospital admission or during hospital clinic attendance
6. No planned intervention home visits; instead, intervention was provided in general practice or a community clinic.

For the meta-analyses, each trial was categorised according to the uppermost category into which it fitted. Thus, a trial classified as having an intervention delivered in hospital (5) with additional planned telephone follow up (3) was classified as category 3. Furthermore, as only one trial was classified in category 4, this was merged with category 3. Similarly, categories 5 and 6 were merged. This resulted in four final intervention subgroups: subgroup A entailed at least some home visiting; subgroup B, home physiological monitoring or televideo contact; subgroup C, telephone or mailing to the patient's home without home visiting; and subgroup D interventions were delivered exclusively in a hospital, clinic, or general practice. These four subgroups were mutually exclusive.

Trial interventions were also classified as high or low intensity. High intensity interventions consisted of planned contact at least monthly with multifaceted interventions; low intensity interventions entailed less frequent contact or narrow interventions (for example, medication review alone).

**Outcomes**

The primary outcome was the proportion of patients with one or more hospital admission (all cause). Secondary outcomes were all cause mortality, heart failure hospital admission, and mean inpatient days. Data were extracted from studies for their predefined final follow up. Data on quality of life were also extracted but are not presented here owing to the diversity of scales used, which prevented data pooling.

**Quality assessment**

Many quality scales have been created to judge trials. These scales often give importance to subject blinding, which was impossible within the trials considered by this review. Juni et al recommend estimating trial quality by assessing three key components: concealment of allocation, use of intention to treat analysis, and blinding of outcome assessment. Blinding of outcome assessment was rarely reported for our outcomes (hospital admission or death). We therefore assessed whether studies confirmed outcome data by using at least two sources (for example, hospital data and self report). In addition, trial quality was assessed against criteria recommended by the York Centre for Reviews and Dissemination: firstly, explicit statement of inclusion or exclusion criteria; secondly, baseline comparability between groups; and thirdly, a clearly defined primary outcome. The review team also considered the following criteria important in reference to this particular study area: clear diagnostic criteria for heart failure and length of follow up (where six months and over was considered adequate). This gave a total of eight quality criteria against which studies were assessed.

**Data synthesis**

All trials that reported appropriate data were included in the meta-analyses if interventions were compared with usual care. Authors of trials were contacted to confirm the data extraction and additional data were sought where articles did not report one or more outcomes. For data on proportion of patients admitted (all cause and heart failure) and mortality, the effect of the intervention was reported as a relative risk. For mean inpatient days a weighted mean difference was calculated. Meta-analyses were carried out with the random effects methods in RevMan version 4.2 (Cochrane Collaboration, Oxford, UK). Funnel plots were constructed to assess possible publication bias.

**Sensitivity analyses**

The robustness of the findings in relation to all cause admission and mortality was investigated in the following sensitivity analyses. Firstly, we investigated reasons for any
heterogeneity found and repeated analyses with fixed effects methods. Next we explored the effect of excluding poorer quality studies. This was investigated in two ways: by removing those lacking components recommended by Juni et al. and by removing those achieving 50% or less of the eight criteria above. Trials where randomisation was not of individual patients (that is, cluster trials) were also excluded from analysis. These report overprecise results if adjustment is not made for the clustering of data. In the context of a meta-analysis such data can potentially bias results. Analyses were also repeated excluding trials yet to formally publish results. Lastly, analyses were repeated excluding trials that recruited broadly, in which patients with heart failure were simply a subgroup.

RESULTS

Search results
We reviewed 9132 titles, which yielded 667 potentially relevant studies. Seventy four studies met the original inclusion criteria (fig 1). Of these, 21 contained sufficient published data to be included in the meta-analysis and a further nine were included after contact with authors yielded additional data. Forty four studies were excluded. Figure 1 lists reasons for exclusion.

Study characteristics
Of the 30 trials included in this review 13 were performed in Europe, 13 in the USA, three in Australia or New Zealand, and one in Argentina (table 1; to view table 1 visit the Heart website—http://www.heartjnl.com/supplemental). Twenty two trials (73%) were published in the past five years (1999–2004). The earliest included trial was published in 1993. Patient inclusion criteria were reasonably similar across all studies. Four trials recruited patients from a hospital clinic or general practice and all others recruited hospitalised (or recently hospitalised) patients admitted with a diagnosis of heart failure. In almost all studies patients were excluded if they were due to be discharged to a long term care facility, had some form of cognitive impairment or psychiatric disorder, or had a
terminal disease or severe co-morbidity. Despite the apparently similar inclusion criteria the mean age of patients varied between 56–86 years and the proportion of men from 27–99%. Fifteen trials recorded baseline ejection fractions, with trial means varying from 22–43%. Eight studies focused their intervention on a category of more severe heart failure (for example, New York Heart Association functional class > II)

**Trial quality**

Only six studies clearly satisfied all three key quality components (concealed allocation, intention to treat, and data cross checked). However, when trials were considered against all eight quality criteria the majority (22 of 30) met at least five. Two trials achieved only two criteria, and one achieved four criteria. It should be noted that for one study only an abstract was available, which limited its quality assessment.

**Interventions**

Twelve trials had a home based component (subgroup A) (table 2; to view table 2 visit the Heart website—http://www.heartjnl.com/supplemental). Home interventions included between one and eight visits over trial follow up (mean of 0.6 visits for each month of follow up). In two trials an extensive home component was used.24 25

All but two of these 12 interventions also included telephone contact. Three trials included remote physiological monitoring (subgroup B). Twelve trials had telephone interventions or letters to patients (subgroup C). Patients received one and 17 telephone calls over follow up (mean 1.4 for each month of follow up). Three trials delivered interventions exclusively in hospital or clinic settings (subgroup D).24 29 30

**Effect on all cause admission**

Twenty one trials provided data on all cause admission (fig 2). No data were available from home monitoring trials on this outcome. Meta-analysis showed a significant reduction in all cause admission (relative risk 0.87, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.79 to 0.95, p = 0.002). However, significant heterogeneity (p = 0.002) was found. Subgroup analysis showed that home visit interventions reduced all cause admission to hospital (relative risk 0.80, 95% CI 0.71 to 0.89, p < 0.0001). Telephone-type interventions also reduced admission but this finding was of borderline significance (relative risk 0.86, 95% CI 0.73 to 1.02, p = 0.09). Hospital based interventions had no effect (relative risk 0.99, 95% CI 0.90 to 1.10, p = 0.56). Heterogeneity was found among telephone-type interventions (p < 0.001) but not within the two other subgroups.

**Effect on all cause mortality**

Twenty seven trials provided data on all cause mortality (fig 3). Meta-analysis showed a significant decrease in all cause mortality (relative risk 0.79, 95% CI 0.69 to 0.92,
Subgroup analysis showed significant reductions in mortality for both telemonitoring (relative risk 0.49, 95% CI 0.33 to 0.73, \(p < 0.001\)) and telephone follow up (relative risk 0.70, 95% CI 0.53 to 0.94, \(p = 0.02\)). Reductions in mortality were non-significant in the home or community based intervention (relative risk 0.94, 95% CI 0.85 to 1.00, \(p < 0.001\)).

All subgroup confidence intervals overlapped, with the exception of subgroups B and D. Heterogeneity was detected within the subgroups, but it was detected for the overall result (\(p = 0.04\)).

**Effect on heart failure admission**

Sixteen trials provided data on heart failure admission. Meta-analysis showed a significant reduction in heart failure admission with a relative risk of 0.70 (95% CI 0.61 to 0.81, \(p < 0.0001\)). The benefit was notable and similar for home and telephone-type interventions, with relative risks of 0.62 (95% CI 0.51 to 0.74, \(p < 0.001\)) and 0.70 (95% CI 0.57 to 0.85, \(p < 0.001\)), respectively. No significant effect was apparent in the two studies of patients receiving a hospital or community based intervention (relative risk 0.94, 95% CI 0.78 to 1.13, \(p = 0.51\).)

No heterogeneity was detected within the subgroups, but it was detected for the overall result (\(p = 0.04\)).

**Effect on total admissions and mean inpatient days**

Multidisciplinary interventions appear to reduce not only the proportion of patients admitted but also the total number of admissions. Across 18 of the studies the intervention groups had a mean admission rate of 21.8 admissions versus 29.0/1000 patient weeks for control groups. These data should be interpreted with caution, as formal pooling was not possible due to lack of standard deviation data. The 10 trials that

---

**Figure 3** Forest plot of all cause mortality results. The control group from the study of Cleland/Coletta appears twice, as this was a three arm trial (telemonitoring, telephone support, and usual care). As a result, estimates for each subgroup are correctly calculated but the total estimate is slightly inaccurate. This should read 0.79 (95% CI 0.69 to 0.92) and the overall test for heterogeneity should have a \(\chi^2\) of 40.07, \(p = 0.04\).
provided mean inpatient days and standard deviation data (seven home visits, three telephone interventions) were formally pooled. This showed a significant decrease in overall mean inpatient days of 1.9 days in favour of the intervention (95% C.I. 0.71 to 3.1, \( p = 0.002 \)), with no overall heterogeneity (\( p = 0.24 \)).

**Sensitivity analyses**

Table 3 describes the various sensitivity analyses conducted on the primary outcome (all cause admissions). The overall effect was slightly reduced by considering a fixed effect estimate (relative risk 0.90 \( v \) 0.87). Both results were highly significant (\( p = 0.002 \)). However, in both analyses significant heterogeneity was found. This was principally caused by two outliers. One suggested very strong benefit\(^{31}\) and the other potential harm.\(^{27}\) The study showing a very strong benefit provided intensive heart failure support through a day hospital.\(^{31}\) Patients could be managed there as day patients with intravenous treatment if necessary, and these events did not then count as admissions. Such care was not available in any other study. The second outlier recruited a wide spectrum of patients (with heart failure and other diagnoses) and delivered an intervention focused particularly on medication before and immediately after discharge.\(^{27}\) Removing these two studies, which provided qualitatively different interventions from all others, reduced heterogeneity notably (\( p = 0.39 \)) but only slightly reduced the overall effectiveness estimate (relative risk 0.89).

Table 3 also shows that sensitivity analyses around quality components had little impact on the effectiveness estimate. The largest impact came from limiting the meta-analysis to studies that clearly used concealed allocation. In this case the relative risk was reduced to 0.92. In contrast to this, when quality was considered across eight trial components higher quality studies (judged as achieving five or more components) showed increased effectiveness (relative risk 0.85 \( v \) 0.94). A similar result was found when cluster trials were excluded, indicating that their inclusion could only have biased results towards no effect. In one of these trials the analysis had accounted for clustering but adjusted data required for the meta-analysis could not be extracted.\(^{24}\) A final quality indicator used was in terms of peer review publication of data. Data from eight studies were considered “unpublished”. In these cases, data were either provided directly by the author, extracted from conference abstracts, or from web based material. Relative risk estimates were identical between meta-analysis of these data and published data (0.87 \( v \) 0.86).

Among those providing admission data, 12 trials had high intensity interventions. These studies were from all our intervention categories (that is, home, telemonitoring, telephone, and hospital). These appeared only marginally more effective than low intensity interventions (relative risk 0.86 \( v \) 0.88), with overlapping confidence intervals. A clearer though non-significant difference was evident when mortality was considered (relative risk 0.76 \( v \) 0.84).

Three studies recruited patients with a variety of diagnoses and applied more generic interventions.\(^{11,27,32}\) Together these studies did not show a benefit within their subgroup of patients with heart failure (relative risk 1.02). In contrast, studies solely recruiting patients with heart failure found reduced risk of admission, with little difference between those recruiting high risk patients and those that were less selective (relative risk 0.82 \( v \) 0.86).

Identical sensitivity analyses were also performed for mortality results (table 3). These found broadly similar results to those described above for all cause admission.

**Funnel plots**

Funnel plots (available from the authors) suggested little evidence of publication bias.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Sensitivity analyses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All cause admission</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mortality</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>No of patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random versus fixed effects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects</td>
<td>6569 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effects</td>
<td>6569 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removing outliers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base case</td>
<td>6569 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removing extreme trials</td>
<td>5831 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality component</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Concealed allocation</td>
<td>2238 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No clear concealment</td>
<td>4331 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ITT</td>
<td>5363 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear if ITT used</td>
<td>1206 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Data cross checked</td>
<td>3859 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No clear cross check</td>
<td>2710 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall quality score</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High score (&gt;5 of 8)</td>
<td>4577 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low score (&lt;5 of 8)</td>
<td>1992 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of randomisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual patient only</td>
<td>4510 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster trial</td>
<td>2059 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local origin of data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Published article</td>
<td>4315 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data from authors/abstracts</td>
<td>2254 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>3593 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>2976 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target of intervention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk CHF patient</td>
<td>1354 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any CHF patient</td>
<td>4543 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety of diagnoses</td>
<td>672 (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHF, congestive heart failure; CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention to treat; RR, relative risk.
DISCUSSION
This systematic review shows that delivering multidisciplinary interventions to patients with heart failure not only reduces hospital admission but also is an effective method for reducing mortality. Our results show that the risk of all cause admission is reduced by about 13%, mortality by as much as 20%, and heart failure admission by 30%. Results for all cause admission and mortality were little changed by a wide variety of sensitivity analyses that excluded trials on the basis of quality criteria or clustering of data. This is the first meta-analysis of this form of intervention to show a significant reduction in mortality, and it is important to note that the reduction is similar to that achieved by ACE inhibitors in heart failure.40

This study also investigated whether effectiveness varied according to where the interventions were carried out. These subgroup analyses generated less clear cut results. Home based interventions successfully reduced all cause admission, heart failure admission, and mean days in hospital. However, they led to a non-significant decrease in deaths. The latter result may simply reflect that insufficient patients have been enrolled in home based trials as yet (n = 1909). In contrast, telephone interventions decreased heart failure admission and deaths but led to a non-significant decrease in all cause admission. Remote televideo or physiological monitoring provides a newer form of intervention. A few trials of these interventions have now been conducted. Although this review suggests that these interventions may have an important effect on mortality, data were not available to investigate their effect on admission. We found only three trials where interventions were solely delivered in a hospital, clinic, or general practice.24 29 10 None of these studies reported significant benefits.

Studies that we reviewed had reasonably broad inclusion criteria such that the findings are of relevance to most hospitalised patients with heart failure. However, trials tended to restrict participation to patients with no important co-morbidity, terminal disease, confusion, or residence in a long term care facility. Thus, the benefits may not extend to these groups. Equally, it should be noted that trial populations were reasonably heterogeneous, which is likely to have contributed to heterogeneity in the results.

This review has been enhanced by the provision of extra unpublished data from some authors and data from abstracts of trials presented at international conferences. Exclusion of these non-peer reviewed data within our sensitivity analysis did not change the effectiveness estimates but did broaden the confidence limits.

Eleven studies were excluded because they did not report outcome data that could be used by this review. However, eight of these reported other outcomes favouring their intervention groups, while three reported no clear differences. Funnel plots suggested little evidence of publication bias. Nonetheless, given the numbers of patients now randomly assigned (> 8000), it seems unlikely that publication of small negative studies would have an important impact on any of the effectiveness estimates.

A diverse range of interventions could have met this review’s inclusion criteria. However, in reality the trials that we found tested relatively similar interventions. Almost all interventions shared two key elements: one to one patient education concerning heart failure, medication, and diet and exercise advice; and symptom monitoring and self management advice. Education tended to be given over a number of encounters. It should be noted that 11 trials incorporated interventions that appeared to be of high intensity. Effectiveness estimates from these appeared to be only marginally greater than those of lower intensity interventions and the confidence intervals overlapped. Equally, targeting the intervention at high risk patients with heart failure did not seem important. It is also interesting to note that trial results do not appear to have changed over time despite increased use of ACE inhibitors and introduction of low dose β blockade (fig 2). This may suggest that the effectiveness of multidisciplinary interventions is mediated not solely through better compliance with modern drug treatments but also through better symptom self management and lifestyle changes.

No trial included in this review provided any form of placebo intervention. It is difficult to imagine how this would be delivered in practice. It is therefore possible that the effectiveness observed is partly due to increased social contact. A more important limitation of much of the research to date has been the use of a single highly motivated specialist team. Replicating this in other settings, particularly in rural areas where distances to specialist centres are large, is likely to be difficult. It seems important to test whether less specialised nurses or community pharmacists are as effective as these highly specialised teams.

A few studies were excluded from this review because they compared two interventions and did not include a usual care subgroup. These shed some light on the importance of intervention intensity. Benatar et al41 compared telemonitoring with frequent home visiting (nine visits over five weeks, then as needed) of 216 patients over 12 months’ follow up. This trial reported heart failure admission data and found a non-significant reduction from telemonitoring (38 admissions) compared with home visiting (63 admissions). Jerant et al42 randomly assigned 37 patients to telemonitoring, telephone follow up, or usual care (where all groups received two detailed home visits) and followed them up over six months. This study’s sample size limited its findings. In total there were nine admissions in the telemonitoring group, five in the telephone group, and 15 in the usual care group (p = 0.45). Harrison et al43 randomly assigned 192 patients to receive usual home nursing care, which consisted of assessment, monitoring and health teaching, or a transitional care intervention. The transitional care intervention was a comprehensive discharge programme with evidence based counselling and education. Harrison et al43 found a non-significant decrease in the proportion of patients admitted after the transitional care intervention. Finally, Coletta et al (in the TEN-HMS (Trans-European Network initiative–home management study),13 whose interim results are included in this review, compared usual care with two interventions: a telephone intervention and a televideo intervention. This study has found an improvement in mortality in both intervention groups, but only a small non-significant difference between these groups (13% for telemonitoring v 15% for telephone). With the exception of the study of Jerant et al,22 these studies suggest a small incremental effect of intensive interventions, in line with the finding from our review comparing high intensity interventions versus low intensity interventions. However, this difference, as well as its relative cost effectiveness, needs to be more clearly established. Ongoing trials will add to this analysis over the next three years including the large COACH (coordinating study evaluating outcomes of advising and counselling in heart failure) trial,44 which is randomly assigning 1050 patients to either usual care, basic education and support, or intensive education and support, as well as final results from the TEN-HMS study.13

In conclusion, it is apparently possible to achieve major reductions in admissions and deaths of patients with heart failure by implementing post-discharge interventions delivering patient education and symptom self management. These interventions appear to be particularly effective when they are at least partly delivered in a patient’s own home through visits, telephone calls, or more advanced televideo techniques.
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